
RORI
AI-personalized

learning support for those 
that need it most

a cooperation of

Would you like 
to meet RORI ?

Please scan the QR Code and 
send „Hi Rori“ over WhatsApp

Our students learn more than
2x each year than their peers in

other schools, with the largest benefits for girls!

We need YOUR help to make RORI available to another 
200,000 students and to increase its content library, to 

furthermore include sustainable environment education. 

A SCALING-UP PROJECT

in official relations
with UNESCO

CONTACTS:
Mrs. Claudia J. Jerger
jerger@you-stiftung.de

YOU Foundation
Education for Children in Need
Grafenberger Allee 87
D-40237 Düsseldorf
www.you-stiftung.de

an initiative of:

If we unite our strengths TODAY for 
tangible solutions that are tested and 

ready to scale, we can support to 
overcome the global learning crisis,

also thanks to RORI!

Scaling high quality tutoring can help
tackle thegloballearningcrisis!

Let’s do it, NOW!

Sept. 17, 
ROOM: 

CR 3
3:35 pm

United Nations 
Headquarters



RORI in cooperation with:

YOU Foundation is an initiative of
UNESCO Goodwill Ambassador
Dr. Ute-Henriette Ohoven.

YOU supports and realizes worldwide programs
and projects that aim for measurable added
value for the countries, beneficiaries, the
project-related SDGs and the donors – YOU-
WIN-4. UNESCO’s-Educational-Agenda, equal
chances especially through SDG4 (high quality
education) are our focus work. The OUTCOME
and the long-term effect, IMPACT, are always
the goal.

Through social investments we empower
children, youth and women, whole communities,
to help for self-help.

Our program developments & implementations
are participatory and self-sustaining, if needed.
They are developed specifically according to the
needs of the countries and individual framework
conditions.

in official relations
with UNESCO

a B-Corp with deep knowledge of the education
sector in West Africa, and a track-record for
delivering outstanding learning outcomes for
students.

RORI
The AI-personalized
learning support for 

those that need it most

OUTCOME:

High quality, high-dosage tutoring is one of the
best ways to improve education outcomes. But
despite the growing size of the tutoring market,
access to high quality provision is out of reach
for the vast majority of children.
With RORI we can change that.

 RORI is an AI-powered chatbot that provides
personalized maths tutoring via WhatsApp.

 Since June 2022 RORI is already reaching in this
first phase 1750 students with over 100,000
interactions.

 It is being built by Rising Academy Network, a
longtime partner organization of YOU
Foundation – Education for Children in Need,
both with deep knowledge of the education
sector in West Africa, and a track-record for
delivering outstanding learning outcomes for
students.

 The need and demand for personalized tutoring
across low and middle income countries is
enormous. We have the networks and the
platform with the potential to reach and
support millions of students who need it.

RORI
delivers for now

personalized MATHS 
tutoring via WhatsApp

 RORI asks students 
practice questions and
understands their
answers. It then 
automatically adapts
its content to find the
right level of difficulty. 

 Students progress at
their own pace.

 If they get stuck, RORI
provides explanations.  

 Each time a student
engages with RORI, it
picks up where they
left off.

 RORI is friendly!
Creating powerful, 
motivation-building
relationships.

With You, we want to reach
2m+ students by 2027, 

and 5mstudents by 2030!
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